
Uniform Fitting Day is August 13th from 9 AM to 12 PM 

All students will be fit for both marching and concert uniforms. Non-Marchers will wear marching uniforms 

on Tag Day so need to be fit in advance.  

We are trying something new this year. We are asking for you to give us measurements ahead of time so we 

can try to prefit everyone. It should make the actually fitting day go much smoother and faster for everyone. 

If you need, you may borrow a measuring tape from the band office. 

This sheet is due on the first day of band camp August 1st. You can bring it in or mail it in to the office.  

Woodson HS Band Attn Aaron Morgan, 9525 Main St. Fairfax, VA 22031 or email to Chrissy at 

clrabayda@fcps.edu. 

 

Directions for measurements 
Have students wear lightweight clothing when being measured: allow no sweaters or bulky clothing that 
might distort measurements.  
Use a soft measuring tape, not a ruler. 
Keep the measuring tape straight and against the body – but not tight – do not add or take inches away.  
Measure according to the instructions and diagram below:  
CHEST – measure around the entire circumference of the fullest part of the chest. A - B - A  
WAIST – measure the ENTIRE circumference of the natural waistline. C - D - C  
HIPS– measure 7 inches down from the waist, then measure the entire circumference of the hips E - F - E  
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT – Use a tape measure for accurate height measurement. Use a scale for accurate 
weight measurement. Measure a person’s height from the top of the head to the floor with no shoes being 
worn. Measure the inseam H-I Groin to ankle. 
WRIST – Place your index finger over the person’s wrist and measure around both the wrist and the finger. 
This represents a more accurate measurement to fit a gauntlet to be worn over a jacket. 

Students Name ___________________________________ 

Marching Instrument ______________________________ 

Chest (A-B-A)        _______ 

Waist (C - D - C)    _______ 

Hips (E - F - E )      ________ 

Height (head to floor) ______    Inseam (H-I) ______ 

Wrist _______ 

Percussion only  (circle one) 

I wear my harness    OVER    UNDER     my uniform 

______ Put an X  here if you are not marching. Non marchers still 

need to be fit, but uniform doesn’t have to fit as perfectly. 


